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This essay is based on a comparative approach to two novels selected from Toni
Morrison and Montserrat Roig’s literary careers, Sula (1973) and L’hora violeta (1980)
[The Violet Hour], respectively. I consider this parallel analysis to be both important
and suggestive due to much evidence of common interests and themes in their work,
despite the racial, cultural and historical differences between the societies where Roig (a
Catalan writer born under the Francoist regime, after the Spanish Civil War) and
Morrison (an Afro-American writer and winner of the 1993 Nobel prize for literature)
wrote their texts. It is not my aim to obviate these contextual disparities, the study of
which would exceed the length of this essay, but to centre my work on both writers’
similar treatment of certain issues concerning the relationship between women.
Morrison and Roig’s fictional narratives constitute a continuum of outstanding
structural and thematic coherence, based on their perception of female psychological
patterns strongly related to their cultural identity. They focus insistently on the quest for
self-acceptance and fulfilment, often looking back to the origins and the maternal legacy
as a source for self-creation and identification. An examination of the friendships
between women, their mechanisms of alliance in the quotidian struggle of growing up
black and female, through Morrison’s gaze, or Catalan and female, from Roig’s
perspective, is particularly rewarding.
2The friendship between women: a comparison between Sula and L’hora violeta
Speaking in very general terms, Sula and L’hora violeta share enough
outstanding features to wonder if Montserrat Roig read Toni Morrison and found in her
Sula a vision of life similar to that of her own. Morrison’s novel explores the impact of
the community on the individual’s quest for self, the rebellion against a legacy of
submission and immobility through the depiction of its main character, ‘a prophet of
change’.1 These thematic issues are also adequate to describe Roig’s novel, as it will be
shown later.
Set in a Midwestern black community called The Bottom, Sula is centred on a
matriarchal line of three generations of women and the story of the relationship between
the two main female characters, Sula and Nel, from their childhood to their divergent
choices as adults. It defies racial stereotypes and follows an exciting, wild and
dangerous character like Sula who, in her search for experience and total freedom,
becomes the embodiment of both the potential of black womanhood and also its
antithesis, the target of every hatred, the outrageous scapegoat of her community. Nel,
in contrast, renounces her secret dreams of flying away from her birthplace for a
conventional role as a wife and a mother, and becomes a balanced pillar of her
community.
The tension and the love between such opposing characters as Sula and Nel
operate as a challenge and a driving force for the whole novel. In fact, Sula shows its
central character’s failure in the creation of herself but it is also an invitation to the
(female) reader, a challenge for her to engage with the notion of sisterhood and alliance
among black women as a device for the day-to-day struggle to gain a dignified
3community life, based on individual freedom founded in physical and spiritual
dimensions.
While Morrison’s vision deals with a set of characters throughout a lifetime,
Roig’s fiction has a more generational structure and develops around the axis of the
Miralpeix and Ventura-Claret matriarchal families, ruled by women in search of their
own Catalan and female identity - some energetic and vital, others victimised and
conformist. L’hora violeta (1980) is one of her most ambitious novels. It has often been
regarded as a pretext to give a voice to her own theoretical vision of feminism and
friendship between women.
Structurally complex, L’hora violeta contains five parts. Five years after her
return home, Natàlia, an independent photographer in her thirties, asks her friend Norma
to write about her parents’ love and the special relationship between her mother, Judit,
and her friend Kati during the Spanish Civil War. The first part consists of a letter in
which Natàlia entrusts to Norma some notes about her Aunt Patrícia, Kati’s letters to
Judit and the latter’s incomplete diary. The second part is the story of a triangle
involving Natàlia, her lover Jordi and his wife Agnès. The third part is entitled ‘La
novel×la de l’hora violeta’, and explains Judit and Kati’s story; the fourth relates another
conflicting love triangle whose centre is Norma, and the last part is a kind of epilogue
based upon a personal reading of the Odyssey in which Natàlia’s lover returns to his
wife.
The novel challenges the conventions of the realist novel by means of repetition,
circularity and fragmentation. 2 Such textual strategies reflect the ways in which three
4women, Natàlia, Norma and Agnès, face their personal failure, their collapse in front of
a trilogy of male figures: the father, the intellectual and the romantic ideal. These three
women are surely one and the same, a sort of tripartite collective female protagonist
despite their rich, diverse personalities. This ‘community of differing females’3 is, then,
portrayed through Roig’s deep psychological insight into the Catalan women’s
experience in a time of transition and uncertainty marked by bitterness, continued agony
and the assimilation of history and the past as important in understanding and accepting
the present. The three of them become aware - whether rationally or emotionally - that
they must watch the world with no other filter than their own gaze. The novel is the
mirror of a generation that does not find its place in the present because it does not
entirely assume or overtake the past. But it is also the announcement of a new age: the
violet one, the women’s era.
Although the connections between the central characters and the thematic issues
of the two novels have been shown to be multiple, I am going to concentrate on some
key points that define the women as concrete individuals. The special boundaries
between female characters form the very thematic basis of Sula4 and L’hora violeta.5
This is implicitly assumed in the first and explicitly presented as the reason for the
second:
One day, my friend Natàlia gave me some notes she had written about her aunt,
Patrícia Miralpeix, as well as some of Kati’s letters and the diary of Judit
Fléchier, her mother. […] [Natàlia asked me:] I would like you to write
something about mum and Kati. In the same way you would do about you and
me.6
5So here we have three models of friendship among women to consider: on the
one hand, the couple formed by Morrison’s Sula and Nel; on the other hand, Roig’s
Natàlia-Norma and Judit-Kati relationships, deliberately presented as parallel from the
very beginning of the novel. The tensions of the opposite, the deep love that grows and
bonds such distant and extremely different female prototypes are the dynamic centre of
gravity in both novels.
Sula is a woman of great strength. She defies the conventional restrictive moral
of her community and dares to leave it, in search of a mature, individual self: ‘I don’t
want to make somebody else. I want to make myself.’7 She longs for total freedom to
live vitally, gratifying and observing her own impulses. Her otherness offends people in
the town:
Sula was distinctly different. Eva’s arrogance and Hannah’s self indulgence
merged in her and, with a twist that was all her own imagination, she lived out
her days exploring her own thoughts and emotions, giving them full reign,
feeling no obligation to please anybody unless their pleasure pleased her.8
Sula’s roaming in the noisy, disordered, exciting American cities means not only
a physical travelling through space but also an interior process of self-discovery. 9 When
she returns, her potential narcissism, her difference has become real. This is visually
evident from the very moment she reaches the town, before she speaks a word, in her
way of dressing, which establishes a considerable distance between her and the women
in the Bottom:
6She was dressed in a manner that was as close to a movie star as anyone would
ever see. A black crepe dress splashed with pink and yellow zinnias, foxtails, a
black felt hat with the veil of net lowered over one eye. […] No one had seen
anything like it ever before, including the mayor’s wife and the music teacher,
both of whom had been to Rome.10
Roig’s Kati resembles this kind of unstable, dominating character. She is
compared to a spider; her orgiastic parties are a motive for gossip among Barcelona
female circles: ‘She wanted to conquer the whole world, be everywhere, know
everything, meet everybody and be madly loved’.11 They despise her but are also
secretly jealous of her self-indulgent freedom:
The women from Núria’s café belonged to another world, made of decency and
quietness. However, deep down inside, we were green with envy. Kati just did
what she wanted, during the war too, the most optimistic of us all, certain that, if
the Republicans won, women would live in another way. 12
She is also concerned with fashion and European trends and tendencies:
Kati was the Catalan Coco Chanel. Every week she swallowed the magazines
that came from Paris. If Coco said, off with the corsets!, she cast everything off.
She only wore a bra, but it was so tiny that could hardly be seen. 13
7Kati initiates a feverish activity in Barcelona during the war, taking care of
orphans coming from the ruined North of the country. She implicates Judith in her own
idealistic contributions to the new Spain she dreams of, and in doing so she meets
Patrick, an Irish volunteer that fighting beside the Republican army. He is married; she
often perceives a gleam of absence and sorrow in his eyes. However, they both
experience an intense relationship based on their shared Marxist utopia. She does not
think of leaving until the defeat of the Republican army ends her last hopes of a
dignified future for women in Spain, but her project of a journey into freedom fails
because of the fatal blow of her lover’s death, in one of the last battles near the Ebro.
She commits suicide because no future is left for her: she cannot live without an ideal.
Later on, Natàlia, Judit’s daughter, is explicitly identified with Kati: ‘She has her
father’s energy, the old Miralpeix, and Kati’s restlessness too, although they had no
kinship. I don’t know…, it seems that Natàlia took away a great part of Kati’s soul.’14
This subtle insinuation of a spiritual bond between Kati, Judit’s closest friend, and
Natàlia, Judit’s daughter, provides us with a hint of the kind of indissoluble oneness that
Kati and Judit reach during their relationship, to such an extent that Judit’s child inherits
Kati’s personality, suggesting a sort of shared motherhood. It is Natàlia, significantly,
the daring and courageous one who carries out Kati’s dream, defying paternal authority,
leaving Barcelona to find herself and returning some years after to re-encounter her
cultural roots there.
In Morrison’s text, Nel acts throughout as a revealing contrast with Sula. Her
alienation and quiet submission is a consequence of her maternally oppressive
environment:
8Except for an occasional leadership role with Sula, she had no aggression. Her
parents had succeeded in rubbing down to a dull glow any sparkle or splutter she
had. Only with Sula did that quality have free reign, but their friendship was so
close, they themselves had difficulty distinguishing one’s thoughts from the
other’s. During all of her girlhood the only respite Nel had had from her stern
and undemonstrative parents was Sula.15
In the same way Roig’s Judit is the calm, even-tempered one for the restless,
lively Kati:
They were the two poles, the positive and the negative one. Kati was active and
nervous, she never stood still. Judit was slow and solitary, she didn’t like people.
And, despite this, they got on very well together. […] Afterwards, they sat in my
garden, under the lemon tree, and chatted until it got dark and Barcelona had that
colour of death and waiting. 16
But despite their evident differences in character, both pairs of friends act as a
complementary twin to the other. Their mutual appeal reaches, sometimes, slightly
erotic connotations, those revealed after the discovery of the beauty of the other’s body
(so like one’s own). These become an external mirror of the equally beautiful innermost
thoughts:
That may be the first time Kati and Judit met with no others present. Kati
watched Judit, her plum-coloured cheeks were even paler today. The ray of
sunlight had shifted and they were nearly talking in the shadows. Kati noticed
9they were speaking like they had never done before. She gazed at Judit and
thought she liked her face, she had a feverish glance, strange though intense. 17
Kati had never noticed Judit’s charm before. It is now, in this twilight darkened
by the fear of war, this evening of their first close and confidential conversation, that
they discover each other. The portrayal of Judit is that of a unique, exceptional woman,
whom Kati perceives as being so different from the rest once she gets to know her
enigmatic, emerald gaze. Their appeal creates an adult, intellectual bond between them,
so different in its beginnings from that between Sula and Nel, who meet in childhood,
but so alike when they meet again after a gap of ten years. The multiple similarities
between their relationships are a symptom of the intense, somewhat childish and tender
feelings that Kati and Judit show for each other.
Sula and Nel also signify for each other the realisation of the ideal partner only
imagined in their most secret dreams. When Nel and Sula are twelve, their meeting had
something of magic and destiny: ‘For it was in dreams that the two girls had first met.
[…] They had already made each other’s acquaintance in the delirium of their noon
dreams.’18 Both grow up together and reach the same kind of closeness as Judit and
Kati, but with the additional sensuality of their adolescent complicity:
They ran in the sunlight, creating their own breeze, which pressed their dresses
into their damp skin. Reaching a kind of square of four leaf-locked trees which
promised cooling, they flung themselves into the four-cornered shade to taste
their lip sweat and contemplate the wildness that had come upon them suddenly.
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They lay in the grass, their foreheads almost touching, their bodies stretched
away from each other at a 180-degree angle.19
The passage is burning with lively sensuality. Sula and Nel are twelve, and both
awaken to an amazing range of senses and feelings they had never known before: the
voluptuous pleasure of their own young bodies and the discovery of men, those who
wear ‘the cream colored trousers marking with a mere seam the place where the mystery
curled’.20 They feel invited, beckoned to those smooth vanilla crotches. Any sexual
desire, in this passage and within the novel as a whole, is undoubtedly oriented towards
men, whose love is the axis around which Sula’s family develop: ‘It was manlove that
Eva bequeathed to her daughters. [...] The Peace women simply loved maleness, for its
own sake.’21 Nel and Sula’s is a shared development of eroticism, the kind of adolescent
bond that some theorists of lesbian literary criticism have reclaimed as lesbian. 22
The importance of this passage, I think, does not lie in a kind of (lesbian) sexual
revelation but in its crucial structural location. It provides a kind of climax that
precedes, eloquently, the accidental death of Little Chicken, a child who, playing with
Sula, is accidentally thrown into the water and finally dies. The tragedy, then, breaks
out after a strange moment of totality, of supreme closeness between both characters,
when the natural elements provide a kind of break from reality. This spiritual union
between Sula and Nel, followed by an innocent death, seems to predetermine a fatal
destiny, marked by a terrible secret that will burden both twelve year old girls from now
on.
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The intimacy established between both pairs (Nel and Sula, Judit and Kati) is
such that half their souls die the moment they part. Although their separation is caused
by different reasons (Sula’s betrayal by Jude, on one hand, and Kati’s suicide because of
her lover’s death and the fascist victory in Spain, on the other), the mourning and
painful loneliness that follow the departure of the loving friend is overwhelming for
those who remain. Judit almost interprets reality from Kati’s thoughts and parameters,
as long as she is afraid to live without her:
To me, it [the rain] brings me memories, as if Kati’s soul whispered in my ear,
the sound of rain tells me, I shall come back, Judit, don’t you cry for me, cry for
you, you’ve been left so lonely… Oh dear!, now I’m not afraid of death, but of
the rest of my life.23
Even her daughter can see it clearly: ‘The love of Kati and mum was intense
because they wanted it eternal. They thought it would never end, despite such a dirty
war.’24 Judit eventually becomes a kind of vegetative being after Kati’s death, because
of a fatal apoplexy with a clear symbolic dimension: ‘And, when their relationship
broke up because of Kati’s death, Judit lost a great bit of herself.’25
Sula’s departure after Nel’s agreement to a conventional marriage is not a
traumatic one, although her return brings a metaphorical springtime to Nel’s life.
Despite their years of distance and their opposing paths, Nel and Sula’s relationship
retains its primacy for each of them.26 Even after their last painful meeting, which does
not bring reconciliation, Sula remembers ‘the days when we were two throats and one
eye and we had no price’.27 And Nel is finally able to identify the source of the grief
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that has undermined her after her husband’s departure; the loss she actually suffered
was not him but Sula. The real reason for her sadness, then, is Sula’s absence:
‘All that time, all that time, I thought I was missing Jude.’ And the loss pressed
down on her chest and came up into her throat. ‘We was girls together,’ she said
as though explaining something. ‘O Lord, Sula,’ she cried, ‘girl, girl,
girlgirlgirl.’ It was a fine cry —loud and long— but it had no bottom and it had
no top, just circles and circles of sorrow. 28
In similar terms, Roig ends the central part of her novel with Judit’s aching
voice, which revives and invents Kati’s. In a bitter sorrow which seems to reach a
powerless madness, Judit dedicates the last words of her diary to her dearest friend’s
memory:
Sometimes I feel her soul hanging around and saying, I shall come back, Judit, I
shall come back, and there will be nothing to keep us apart. […] Fill your home
with my ghost, Judit, fill it with my memory. My voice will tear the dreariness
of the dusk in Barcelona, don’t let me out of you, Judit, love of my life, love of
my death. I feel all this and I don’t know whether I am making her up, Kati…
But I know nobody will kill this memory, and that I will always take it with
me.29
I would not like to end this article without referring to the amazingly similar
portrayal of the love triangle that undermines two of the central female characters in
L’hora violeta and Sula, and leaves unanswered a threatening question about what to do
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when passion, the desperate necessity of love (or just sex) cuts the bonds of sisterhood
among women and destroys their search for independence.
A dark premonition of betrayal is recalled the first time the name of Jude, as in
the biblical character Judas who betrays Jesus for a handful of money, is pronounced in
Sula. His reasons for marrying Nel are loveless and selfish; he is just searching for ‘a
someone sweet, industrious and loyal to shore him up’,30 someone to care about his
hurt, the half he needs to make one unique and great Jude. In Nel’s case, it is the feeling
of being needed that flatters her. She consciously accepts the role of submissive
housewife she is being offered, she expects nothing from him but the intimate
knowledge of a partner, someone to know her deep inside, the loved one whose gaze
would give her the identity, the real existence she is looking for. No passion stirs her, no
love overwhelms her quiet days, but it is because of the sense of loss after Jude’s
departure , the certainty she is not necessary for him anymore (or for Sula, either) that
her days become a living hell. Even in her desperate efforts to cry, to find a relief for her
stinging pain, she finds herself recalling Sula, the very reason why she has been left
alone: ‘That was too much. To lose Jude and not have Sula to talk about it because it
was Sula that he had left her for.’31
She has followed the community rules, her mother’s example, and now, like her,
she is ‘turning to custard’ under the hateful look of her husband. A previous scene of the
novel seems to be recalled: that in which Nel and her mother travel by train and make a
mistake when entering a coach peopled by white men and women. A white conductor
treats them in a humiliating way and Helene, Nel’s mother, smiles coquettishly to him
in return. Two black soldiers watching the scene literally bubble in hatred for her servile
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smile. The contempt of those soldiers for her mother’s foolish attitude is now in Jude’s
eyes, because there is no trace of dignity in Nel’s incredulous, frozen smile.
Similarly, Jordi deserts the sweet, calm Agnès because of the independent,
modern Natàlia. Their marriage was, again, based upon a violent need of dependence.
When he told her about love, the only thing she could think of was ‘don’t ever leave me,
don’t ever leave me’,32 while she furiously sucked his penis in a desperate attempt to
own him forever.
Agnès is the daughter of a woman abandoned by her husband; a woman who
dragged herself crying and shouting to prevent him from leaving. Agnès has her
mother’s shameful humbling recorded in her brain like a painful memory. In Jordi’s
love she finds the only way to erase it. She happily accepts reproducing the
conventional role that everyone expects from her: he, the Marxist activist who devotes
his life to the cause; she, the loving wife who will sacrifice her studies for him, to be his
shelter, the silent one he can speak to about his dreams, his projects as a great writer and
politician. In exchange, she would have his presence beside her in bed:
They met at night, exhausted from so much work. They hardly talked, but those
moments when they asked each other, what have you done today?, made her feel
happy. […] Agnès knew that Jordi was often not listening to her, he was half-
lost and sleepy and his thoughts were far away. But he was beside her. And in
bed, as well.33
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So both Nel and Agnès are left alone with their sorrow, a hopeless future and
two little children to feed and bring up. The weight of their pain is such that it becomes
a kind of material presence. For Nel, the oldest cry she is not able to exhale becomes
‘just a flake of something dry and nasty in her throat’,34 which later grows like a ‘grey
ball, the little ball of fur and string and hair always floating in the light near her’.35
Similarly, Agnès ‘woke up with a dry, hairy mouth, dirty with a grey dust’,36 like when
she was pregnant, when the life she was feeding inside was a terrifying ‘viscous and
hairy ball that moved up to her throat’.37 A threatening presence in the air, an awful
sticky mess in their throats are the identical symbols for their grief, which is not
described in terms of rivers of tears but as the domestic, maddening horror of the daily
struggle to survive. As Montserrat Roig suggests, theirs is Penelope’s archetypal role, as
they remain at home waiting for the return of their husbands or just watching the days
go by.
However, unlike Nel, Agnès has the chance to say the last word. Her voice is the
one that brings Roig’s novel to an end. The modern Ullyses represented by Jordi finally
returns home, but his patient Penelope has finally found the strength to say ‘no’.38 Her
choice is the only real bid for independence that is likely to succeed, because those who
reject the role of a woman as passive victim and submissive wife,39 like Natàlia and
Sula, nevertheless fall in love with men who finally either return to their wives (in
Natàlia’s case) or run away to avoid commitment ( as with Sula’s relationship with
Ajax). They are left to assume the role of the woman who waits, in a kind of perverse
inversion of roles. All in all, no matter how sexually liberated40 they feel, how
independent they believe they are, they still have an urgent need for a lasting love to
achieve their wholeness. Although the bonds of sisterhood between women are
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somehow presented as a valid alternative for male love, in this blind and passionate
search for an ultimate sexual and emotional fulfilment they carelessly forget any
loyalty, break every rule and betray other women. As Catherine G. Bellverhas found in
Roig’s novel, there is a premise that intense and lasting personal attachment is the key
to woman’s sense of wholeness and at the same time to her destruction. 41 Feminist
ideals do not seem to provide a solution that reconciles the affective needs of these
female characters with their search for identity and freedom; in the impossibility of
reaching a balance between both, lies a final vital void.
Conclusion
In conclusion, I have shown how some of the special historical and cultural
circumstances that affect Roig and Morrison’s fictional narratives are both strongly
determined by a double reason for oppression: their cultural difference and their female
condition, in a world against which they both react with an energetic defence of their
feminine integrity and genuine rootedness. Although the distance between both worlds
(Roig’s and Morrison’s) is, obviously, too wide to establish a kind of common ground
of analysis, I have found several thematic connections between their visions of a certain
kind of female prototypes. They coincide in the depiction of a non-sexual female loving
relationship: we follow the story of bold and wild female characters, Sula and Kati, who
dare to defy society’s restrictive traditions in order to recreate themselves freely. They
both, however, end up dying a lonely and desperate death. In contrast, the ones who are
willing to follow the rules and become a part of the central stabilising force in their
communities, Nel and Judit, stay alive. However, this survival is not easy; Nel is finally
able to reformulate her life as a lonely and monotonous one, while Judit lives in a
permanent void of consciousness and feelings, very close to real death.
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The tension between opposite female typologies, therefore, is the basis that
enhances Roig and Morrison’s literary achievements, and the different consequences of
their heroines’ choices create a moving portrayal of women tied by a common
existential bond of a conflicting but still necessary sisterhood.
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